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Carrier 10 & 15
Charging Station™
Charge, store, secure
and carry up to 10 or
15 of almost any device.

Carrier 10 Specs: 668 mm (H) x 420 mm (W) x 340 mm (D) | 20 kg
Carrier 15 Specs: 708 mm (H) x 596 mm (W) x 340 mm (D) | 29 kg

LocknCharge makes life easier.
Baskets by LocknCharge. These aren’t
your typical picnic baskets. Slotted
Device Baskets by LocknCharge make
device deployments faster, safer and
more efficient.

Organised Cables and Hidden Bricks.
Minimise cord chaos by keeping those
gosh darn cables secure once and for all.
Cables stay organised in the unique top
channel, allowing you to plug in devices
quickly after each use. Power bricks are
stored in a separate compartment, making
sure they don’t sprout legs and wander off.

Wall or Desk Mountable. The Carrier
Charging Station is designed to adapt
to your surroundings.1 Transform any
wall or counter into a secure area for
charging mobile devices while taking
up only minimal space.

Easy Cable Management.
LocknCharge cable management has
been simplified so that you can wire
an entire Charging Station in minutes.
Save time with set up and gain time
using your Charging Station.

Smarter Workflow
Save Time, Save Dough. Our goal is to
save you valuable time, each and every
day, thus saving you some serious cash
money. Our Baskets enable you to handout and pack-up devices in less time,
allowing you to forget about charging
and focus on your goals.

Perfect for Shared Use. Not enough
devices to go around? No problem.
Organisations can now easily share mobile
devices between rooms without the fuss.
Simply grab a Basket or two of devices and
transport them safely and easily to just
about anywhere you want to go.

Additional Key Benefits
Compatible & Efficient.2 Includes two or three
large Baskets to hold devices up to 13” as well as a
stainless steel device rack for storing devices up to
17” with or without cases.
Future Proof. Think inside the box, and you won’t
be stuck with a bunch of outdated charging
stations. Removable racks and Baskets allow this
station to adapt to future needs as devices change
or new technology is added.
Distribute devices up stairs or over rough terrain.
Baskets by LocknCharge allow you to share and safely
distribute devices between multiple locations within
your facility. The Baskets are interchangeable with
LocknCharge Carts that use the same Large Basket
ecosystem.

Small Footprint. Easily place the charging station
on a counter or mount it to the wall. Either way, the
Carrier Charging Station takes up minimal space.
Secure. Protect your device investment without worry.
Lock away devices in the storage area with a padlock.
Tough as Nails. Carrier Charging Stations are made
with high-quality, welded steel and are backed by a
lifetime warranty.
Lock Included. This charging station comes with a
high-quality, stainless steel padlock and keys.
Modular Syncing (Optional). Don’t buy a new Sync
and Charge Station, purchase the hand-held iQ 16
Sync Charge Box™ which allows you to carry the unit to
where syncing is required (sold separately).
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Specifications and images are for illustration purposes only. Final product may differ. iPad and MacBook are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 1 Check with a qualified builder for safe installation.
2
May not fit all devices and cases. Please check compatibility. Contact us for more details. Visit www.lockncharge.com.

